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Grant Retains Title with Masterly Chess Match  
By Jack Todd, The Gazette  

June 19, 2005 

The ovation for Otis Grant before last night's fight against Ghana's Charles Adamu was long and loud. 

Late in his career and wearing 

the scars of the horrifying 

accident that almost took his 

life, Grant has finally earned 

the respect of Montreal fight 

fans. 

Which is not the same as 

saying that he can pull them 

in like Dave Hilton Jr. or 

Stephane Ouellet. 

Trouble is, boxing fans don't 

like chess matches. Last night 

Grant gave them one 

masterly chess match, broken 

by a single clap of thunder -

but by the 11th round, some 

in the crowd were hooting 

and hollering, wanting blood, 

wanting a knockout, wanting something more. 

At the end, he had a unanimous decision - 116-112 on one judge's card, 117-111 on another, and 115-

112. 

His title - the WBC International super-middleweight crown - is secure, along with his status as the 

WBC's No. 5 contender, waiting in the wings with everyone else for German champion Markus Beyer to 

fight some genuine challengers. 

"I've been in this business a long time," Grant said. "Long enough to know that you can't listen to the 

crowd. You have to fight your fight, take care of business and do what you came to do." 
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Despite some confusing grousing from the Adamu camp, Grant said, "if this guy thinks he was robbed, 

by no stretch of the imagination was he robbed. One judge had it 115-112. I don't know what fight he 

was watching." 

Indeed most of Adamu's flurries landed on Grant's arms and never did the 27-year-old appear capable of 

catching up with the 37-year- old Grant. 

Grant tried various tactics, including a little rope-a-dope beginning in the seventh round, to get Adamu 

to come out of his shell - without a great deal of success. He managed to pressure the Ghanaian fighter 

some on the ropes, and to score often enough to win the rounds he had, but Adamu was hanging with 

him round after round. 

Then in the eighth, the rope-a-dope worked. Grant lured Adamu, then felled him with a left hook so 

powerful that Adamu dropped in a neutral corner several feet away. He got up in time to beat the count, 

but took another heavy left hook later in the round and Grant was on his way to the win. 

In the other featured bout of the long day-night card at the Bell Centre, heavyweight Patrice L'Heureux 

turned in an impressive effort to retain his Canadian title with a unanimous decision victory over 

Toronto's Artur Binkowski, a former Olympian. 

L'Heureux dropped Binkowski halfway through the ninth round with a heavy right hand and dominated 

throughout. 

L'Heureux is now 17-1-1 and looking to take a couple of months off to concentrate on the family granite 

business before climbing back in the ring. 

"This was a more important fight for me than when I won the Canadian title," L'Heureux said afterward. 

"Binkowski went to the Olympics. I think he had more to lose than me, when you've been to the 

Olympics, but you couldn't come close to winning here." 

Given the success of the granite business, there have been questions as to whether L'Heureux is a "real" 

boxer or someone who pursues the sport as a sideline and he has clearly been stung by the criticism, 

judging from the number of references he made to it last night. 

"How can you say he boxes as a sideline," promoter Yvon Michel asked, "when this was his sixth fight 

since last September? He's already had three fights this year." 

In the other featured undercard bout, Sebastien Demers of St. Hyacinthe, now 10-0-0, handily 

outpointed Winnipeg's Claudio Ortiz to win the vacant Canadian super-welterweight crown. 
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Unfortunately, the best bout of the night was tarnished when Ali Charles Nestor was awarded no better 

than a draw after his six- round battle with Paul Clavette for the Quebec middleweight title. It was a 

terrific scrap but Nestor beat Clavette to the punch throughout and had him badly cut and reeling at the 

end. 

Another Quebec heavyweight, David Cadieux, was unimpressive despite a second-round TKO over the 

hopeless Clinton Boldridge, a short, rotund fighter who still managed to score with leaping rights to the 

jaw of the 6-foot-6 Cadieux before he was stopped. Cadieux ran his record to 8-1 but if Boldridge could 

hit him, you don't want to think what damage a real heavyweight could do. 

Also on the undercard: Super-middleweight Stephane Desormiers went to 11-0-0 when he knocked out 

Terry "Tick" Tock right on schedule at 1:43 of the first round. 

Other winners included super-middleweight Renan St. Juste and Olympian Jean Pascal. Montreal 

heavyweight Paul Mbongo earned a questionable draw with Bola Raymond Olubuwale of Oakville, Ont.. 

Otis Grant did his part last night. Now it's up to the WBC to flush super-middleweight "champion" 

Markus Beyer out of his German hidey-hole. 

 


